Meeting Minutes

GDC SKN Meeting Minutes
June 16, 2015, 5:30 p.m.
at Cut Steak House

In Attendance: Randy, Craig, Jacqueline, Chris B., Chris, Cheryl, Josh, Allan, Giles

1. Learning Lunch
   - we will send out a reminder
   - we may be switching to EventBrite from Picatic

2. Karlsson Wilker
   - connections with Remai Modern and Sagmeister, coming Sept 15
   - workshop and talk
   - workshop about the design process
   - still need to determine the format of their presentation and the location

3. GDC National AGM
   - Josh made use of Brian’s illustrations in his presentation
   - Valerie Elliott is now FGDC
   - New education chair
   - Jennifer Lucky is Comm. chair
   - no sponsorship chair
   - new communications plan for social media is coming in summer, done by BC chapter
   - 60th anniversary next year
   - they want to do the next AGM in NWT or Yukon, or else Regina
   - Ontario is no longer taboo; there can be chapters from there
   - CGD handbook is coming, student and member version
   - membership is down cross-country
   - there is a move to get the Canada government to move from a RFP to a QVS system

4. Josh is working with Regina to drum up some activity there,
   - like traveling design shows or learning lunches